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King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com>

Ottawa OW office abusing the Ontario Works Act
1 message

King Sean, House von Dehn <gnosticwisdom37@gmail.com> Mon, Feb 20, 2023 at 4:57 PM
To: "Merrilee.Fullerton@pc.ola.org" <Merrilee.Fullerton@pc.ola.org>
Cc: "Haines-Chiarello, Kristine" <Kristine.Haines-Chiarello@ottawa.ca>, "Mukalay, Lili" <Lili.Mukalay@ottawa.ca>,
"Lindstrom, Tatiana" <tatiana.lindstrom@ottawa.ca>, "Skof, Krystal" <Krystal.Skof@ottawa.ca>, "Asante, Nana"
<nana.asante@ottawa.ca>

Dear Honourable Merrilee Fullerton,

For six years I have been as King of the Canadian government to close out the public Trust allegedly created for My
benefit so that I may freely dispose of My natural wealth without prejudice to Canadian obligations.  So far, the 'artificial
person' and the public Trust account created by the Canadian government in My name, has done nothing but cause Me
harm and trespass upon My inherent rights.

As per the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, ratified by Canada in May of 1976:

1.  All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely
determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural
development.

2.  All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and
resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic
co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law. In no
case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence.

I'd like You to read those two Articles of the Covenant a couple of times, particularly
Article 2 where it states that "in no case shall a People be deprived of its own means
of subsistence".

I determine My needs and am free to dispose of My natural wealth without prejudice
to any obligations (housing, food, medical care, dental care, transportation et cetera)
arising out of international economic cooperation, based upon the principle of
mutual benefit, and international law.

I am routinely threatened with economic harm and have already been harmed by Way
of Ontario Works agents destroying documents and contracts previously on My file
that allow for Me to obtain the funds necessary to maintain and sustain My
health, and breaching a contract that was on My file that waives My requirement for
a doctor's approval for medical benefits.  I receive a 'grand total' of $298. month and
am expected to be able to pay for a month's worth of groceries, a cable bill, a phone
bill, a hydro bill and still be expected to live?  When was the last time the OW Act was
updated and the Benefits increased to provide a standard of living worthy of human
dignity?
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What is even more offensive, is that these 'state actors' use threat of harm by Way of
revocation of benefits for exercising and even for expressing the obligations of
Trustees of the public Trust.  All 'state Actors' have both a legal and lawful fiduciary
obligation to Honour Canada's Charter and internationally binding treaty obligations. 
What is the point in ratifying covenants if there is no intention to Honour them? 
These 'agents' are paying their Self from the very same public Trust from which they
Issue benefits.  How is it possible that the Act provides for Trustees to benefit from
the Act than the Beneficiaries it was allegedly legislated to provide and protect the
inherent rights of?

Because of the contempt, negligence and demoralizing response to requests I have
been subject to at the hands of OW staff, I am compelled without recourse to Write
You this email because some One must be held accountable for the harm that is
being done to Me.  I would like My share of the public Trust closed, I do not identify
as a 'Canadian citizen', I believe the Trudeau government is treasonous, and a traitor
to the Crown.  You Will note that the citizen's pledge is to the Crown, not the
government of Canada, which is a foreign obligation to Me.

I am being exploited, and treated as a bonded slave that allows state actors to pay
themselves handsome wages at the expense of the Beneficiary's health and well
being.  This is absolutely contrary to the entire concept of a public Trust and elected
'State Actors' who's only real duty and obligation is to ensure that the inherent rights
of Canada's People are always protected.

I have been very patient, I have been as King to discuss this Matter with the Minister
of Finance, Service Ontario, Revenue Canada, the Ministry of Birth, Marriage and
Death Certificates, and NONE have demonstrated an ounce of competence with
respect to closing out the public Trust Created in My name, so that I can freely
dispose of My natural wealth without having to be demoralized and insulted by these
arrogant agents who presume that the Ontario Works Act gives them the force of
Law to trespass upon inherent (Charter) Rights and Internationally binding treaty
obligations.

Due process has been had, they were placed on Notice of liability for breaching the
public Trust and for spoiliating documents in My case file.  I do not Wish to be
compelled to bring a claim against the Canadian government for Creating Acts that
appear to Benefit state actors at the expense (and with intent) to Canada's People. 
They know that their trespasses upon Me are causing Me serious undue mental,
emotional, and economic duress.  It is My belief that they believe that if they
continue to oppress Me enough, I Will not have the ability to bring a claim against
them or advocate for My rights.  Continuing to cause harm to some One after being
placed on Notice and advised of My inherent rights in accordance with Canada's
Charter and Treaty obligations, is to weaponize the Ontario Works Act against
Canada's People for the Benefit of State Actors, rather than the People the Act was
designed to Benefit.
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They continually gaslight, refuse to answer simple questions (like why do You believe
the OW act has the force of law to trespass upon My inherent rights), and
characterize complaints of trespass upon My inherent rights as 'unacceptable'
behaviour.

I'm looking to hold some One accountable for these trespasses, not only upon Me,
but I know several People who are routinely threatened with economic harm,
revocation of Benefits et cetera if they do not allow OW agents to trespass upon their
rights.

I believe this government committing treason against Canada's People and crimes
against humanity for mandating harmful medical procedures under threats of harm
and or coercion, bold face lying to Canada's People, suggesting these vaccines are
'perfectly safe and effective'.  You expect Me to Trust a doctor after what Trudeau
has done?  I Wish for the trespasses against Me to stop, and to exercise My legal and
lawful right to freely dispose of My natural wealth to any (Canadian) obligations.

I would suggest that if the Ontario Works Act was properly and responsibly
legislated, there would be no need for low income housing because the People of
Canada would receive sufficient funds to pay their rent or mortgage.  All People are
ENTITLED to land suitable for a sustainable homestead, it is a basic right - otherwise,
People are bonded slaves to a corporate system where State Actors are nothing
more than slave owners, paying their Self from the public Trust at the People's
expense.  It's criminal, really.

Please find the Public Notices that have been served upon agents of Ontario Works
here.  https://vondehnvisuals.com/international-public-notices/

I look forward to hearing from You, and I am pleased You are not a party to Trudeau's crimes.  He needs to be tried for
treason.

Blessings,
King Sean, House von Dehn,
Hand of Stephen,
The Kingdom of Heaven Found a Sean
(an Express Trust Organization)
On His Majesty's Service
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